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1. Introduction

Does a modern Vision-and-Language model identify the
essence of the advertisement? We investigate how accu-
rately computers recognize the images used in advertise-
ments. The images for advertisements are entirely differ-
ent from normal pictures; they have their own unique ob-
jects to encourage consumers to purchase the products. Fur-
thermore, images in advertisements contain a great deal
of information; they convey more than just images to hu-
mans due to the multi-modal information such as ad copies
and the composition of product images, celebrities, back-
grounds, logos, and copy. Also, advertisements encourage
potential customers to purchase the products or services.

Recent multi-modal machine learning algorithms change
the game in marketing; if computers capture the multiple
meanings of advertisements, they can enhance the market-
ing area. For example, (1) they automatically extract in-
sights (sentiment and actions) other than those assumed by
the marketers and reflect these insights in new advertising
plans, (2) they contribute to more accurate prediction of ad
effects before placing ads, and (3) they improve matching
between user preferences and advertisements. Advertise-
ment images, however, have such ambiguous meanings that
the computers are difficult to interpret what is the substance
of them.

In order for computers to train the advertisement context,
we select Visual Question Answering (VQA) task [1] for
the advertisement-specific dataset [6], since VQA requires
multi-modal information such as ad images and the text an-
notations per image: sentiments(what emotion the adver-
tisement intend to evoke), symbols(what is the concept of
the advertisement), and strategies(how to convey the mes-
sages of the ad to the customers), introducing the computer
to the various perspective of the meanings per image.

To solve the VQA task with an ad-specific dataset, we
focus on a multi-modal Vision-and-Language approach;
we measure how much the algorithm can enhance the re-
sults. Specifically, we use Vision-and-Language Trans-
former (ViLT) [8], a simple model consisting of the trans-
former blocks jointly for the visual images and natural lan-
guages published in 2021. As it stems from the Vision-and-
Language Pre-training models such as [12], ViLT improves

the training speed to adopt the simple transformer blocks in
the model. We fine-tune the pre-trained ViLT model to the
advertisement dataset and experiment with how the model
improves the accuracy for the inference of the VQA task of
the dataset.

Our code is in public on the Github repository. Note that
the required OS of the repo is Ubuntu 20.04.

2. Related Work

2.1. Marketing with Machine Learning

Research on marketing with advertisement images using
machine learning is diverse. One central area is the pre-
diction of advertising effectiveness; for example, [4] uses
CNN algorithms to create predictive models of which on-
line ads perform better. There are also many applications of
computer vision research using deep learning; [19] builds
the classification model of ad images using a CNN-based
neural network.

In the field of ad image VQA task, [6] is the first re-
search to understand content in advertisement images in
terms of computer vision. After releasing this dataset an-
notated manually by cloudworkers, [16] conducts research
on how to recommend the combination of the images and
texts for advertisement systematically.

2.2. Visual Question Answering

VQA systems try to correctly answer questions for an
image input by combining imaged-based models with Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) models. Compared with
other vision-language tasks such as image captioning, VQA
is more challenging because: (1) The questions are not
predetermined, (2) The supporting visual information is
high-dimensional, and (3) VQA necessitates solving many
CV sub-tasks. Usually, a VQA algorithm contains three
phases [14]: (1) image featurization and question featur-
ization, (2) joint comprehension, and (3) answer genera-
tion. Many state-of-the-art VQA models utilize CNNs with
their last layer removed, sometimes followed by a normal-
ization [7] and dimensionality reduction to represent visual
content. Word embeddings are used for question represen-
tation, such as count-based methods and prediction-based
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methods [15]. After the image and the question are pro-
cessed independently to obtain separate vector representa-
tions, these features are mapped to a joint space, then com-
bined and fed to the answer generation stage. Simple meth-
ods for consolidating image and question features include
concatenation [21], but they ignore semantic relationships,
and state-of-the-art techniques include joint attention mod-
els [13]. More recent works in VQA utilize transformer lay-
ers to align input text, and input image with self-attention
[9]. In this project, we focused on a Vision-and-Language
Transformer(ViLT) that is easy to use.

2.3. Vision-and-Language Model

Many existing vision and language models with complex
text and image embedders exist with the taxonomy shown in
Figure 1. For example, the CLIP model [17] deploys a com-
plex image encoder ViT-L/14 and text encoder Transformer.
However, its multi-model transformer is light-weighted and
only calculates the cosine similarity of image and text em-
beddings. This leads to high computation costs due to im-
balanced embedders and modality interactions. The Vil-
bert [11] uses complex co-attention transformer layers for
image embeddings and uses Bert text encoders. This is also
imbalanced with modality interaction and embedding. We
will use the ViLT model [8], which will be introduced in
the next section with straightforward architecture. ViLT is
balanced between embedders and modality interactions and
has high computation efficiency.

3. Methodology
Vision-and-Language Transformer(ViLT) [8] has a

straightforward architecture for multimodal tasks, as shown
in Figure 2. ViLT uses no regional feature proposals and
no deep convolutional image while maintaining comparable
performance to state-of-the-art multimodal models. Its sim-
ple design for both image and text encoders results in high
parameter and time efficiency. Whole Word Masking and
image data augmentation techniques are also employed by
ViLT, which benefits downstream task performance. This
model can be described as follows:

¯text = [textclass ; text1T ; · · · ; textLT ] + T pos

¯img = [imgclass ; img1I; · · · ; imgNI] + Ipos

out0 =
[

¯text+ texttype; ¯img + imgtype
]
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))
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Figure 1. VE, TE, and MI are short for visual embedder, textual
embedder, and modality interaction, respectively [8]. Vilbert is in
category (b); CLIP is in category (c); ViLT is in category (d).

Figure 2. ViLT Model Overview [8]

text embeddings. Image input img will be sliced into a
line of patches and then pass through the linear projec-
tion layer I long with position encoding matrix Ipos to
get image embeddings. Text and image embeddings will
be summed with their associating multi-modal embedder
texttype , imagetype and then pass through the transformer
encoder to get the final multi-modal output out. The trans-
former encoder composes of stacked blocks. Each block
contains a multi-headed self-attention (MSA) layer and an
MLP layer with layer normalization (LN) associated with
each layer.

There are three objectives to be optimized in the ViLT
model as follows:

• The Image text Matching (ITM) loss measures the ca-
pacity of the model to tell if the image input and text
input matched or not, with fifty percent of image in-
put replaced randomly during training. The ITM loss
is calculated as the negative log-likelihood loss where
the pooled output feature pool is projected through an
ITM head to logits.

• The Word Patch alignment (WPA) loss will mea-
sure the similarity between the text input distributions
outD

∣∣
text

and image input distributions outD
∣∣
img

by
using the IPOT [20] technique.

• The Masked Language Modeling (MLM) loss mea-
sures the capacity of the model to reconstruct the
masked text input with fifteen percent of text being
masked randomly during training. The ground truth la-
bel is predicted from the masked text tokens textmasked
given its vector outDmasked | text in context.
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The whole word masking technique in Chinese Bert [3]
is deployed during pre-training with a probability of fifteen
percent to force the model to learn information from all
modalities. Since the ViLT model uses no regional proposal
technique, it can deploy an image augmentation technique.
The RandAugment [2] techniques are deployed during the
pre-training except for the color inversion and cutout tech-
niques to keep the color information and important objects
information in images.

4. Experiment
4.1. Overview

We evaluate the ViLT model to compare with the base-
line accuracy of ad dataset [6]. In this paper, the authors ex-
periment with two tasks: (1) VQA on the action/reason and
(2) classification of the topics and sentiments. The base-
line of the original paper for the first task with LSTM and
VGGnet-based architecture is 11.48%. The baseline for the
second task is 60.34% of topics and 27.92% of the senti-
ments, respectively, with the architecture using 152-Layer
ResNets.

4.2. Dataset

We use the images and text for the advertisement to fine-
tune the ViLT model. The original image advertisement
data can be found at here. Table 1 reports the summary
of the dataset that consists of 64,832 image ads. For exam-
ple, in the ”sentiment” subset, a sample question is ”What is
the sentiment of this advertisement?” for the sample image
3, and possible answers are ”creative,” ”eager,” ”inspired,”
”persuaded,” and ”youthful.” Our task is to find the optimal
answer given the image and question.

Type Count Example
Topic 204,340 Electronics

Sentiment 102,340 Cheerful
Q+A 202,090 I should bike because it’s healthy.

Symbol 64,131 Danger (+ bounding box)
Strategy 20,000 Contrast
Slogan 11,130 Save the planet... save you.

Table 1. Summary of the image dataset [6]

4.3. Implementation Details

We fine-tune the ViLT pre-trained model by the training
set of the dataset, and we verify our results by the validation
set of the dataset. We split the dataset into training and val-
idation sets by 90 percent and 10 percent, respectively, be-
cause the dataset does not have a separation between train-
ing and validation data.

Assumptions of the experiment we use AdamW opti-
mizer [10] along with the original paper of the ViLT model

Figure 3. A sample image [6]

with a learning rate of 5e−5. The number of the training
epoch is ten for all experiments (topics, sentiments, reasons,
and actions). The batch size is 50, while the training and
validation datasets ratio is 0.9.

4.3.1 Topics and Sentiments

For the prediction of the topics and sentiments, we select
the question ’what is the topic of the advertisement?’ for
the topics, and that ’what is the sentiment of the adver-
tisement?’ for the sentiments. Then, as in the standard
VQA task setting [1] and [5], we prepare 3,129 candidate
answers, adding the candidates’ words if the words in the
training set are not included in the standard answers, ob-
taining the whole set of the candidate answers. Then, we
obtain the embedding expressions from the sequence of the
text data with Q&A and the image to put them into the trans-
former encoder in the ViLT.

Based on the assumptions above, we train the model us-
ing one RTX 3090 GPU.

4.3.2 Reasons and Actions

In order to experiment with the reason/action VQA task,
first of all, we need to pre-process the annotation data be-
cause the dataset includes the ’sentence’ for action/reason,
such as ’I should buy the bike because it’s healthy.’ Along
with the original paper [6], we calculate the Term Fre-
quency–Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) scores [18]
on all action/reason answers to find the single word repre-
senting the answers with the highest TFIDF scores. Also,
we create pairs of image and text between questions and
one-word answers. This process makes sure that the single-
word representation is most contentful. Then, we utilize the
pair data to fine-tune the ViLT model.

We simplify the experiment by creating the candidate an-
swer list from scratch (without 3,129 standard answers). It
is because the calculated answers with the highest TFIDF
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(a) Sentiments (b) Topics

Figure 4. The training and validation accuracy and the training
loss of the classification. The x axis means the number of epochs.

scores rarely correspond to the standard answers, so in
terms of the efficiency of the calculation, we remove the
standard answers and build the candidate list only based
on the results by TF-IDF. Except for this process, the same
assumption is used in the experiments of topics and senti-
ments.

4.4. Results

The validation accuracy for the prediction of the topics
after five epochs is 63.50%, which improves 3.16% from the
baseline. Regarding the sentiments, the validation accuracy
after five epochs is 46.01%, 18.09% better than the base-
line. Based on the current experiments, ViLT improves the
accuracy of the inference for both the topics and sentiments.

It is more challenging for computers to recognize the rea-
sons and actions of the dataset; the validation accuracy of
the reasons is 6.22%, while that of the actions is 23.87%.
The baseline of the paper [6] is 11.48% by averaging the
results from the reasons and actions; therefore, we can not
compare them apple to apple. However, in the validation
results, 350 is the number of the correct results in reasons,
while 1,347 is the correct results in actions, calculating the
summation of them in the total accurate number: 1,697.
Then, the number of the total validation data between rea-
sons and actions is 11,286, so we can average the validation
accuracy by 1697

11286 = 0.1504, which is 15.04% increasing
by 3.56% from the baseline.

One of the causes of the result that the reasons’ accuracy
is lower than the actions’ might stem from the diversity of
the answers. The answers to the reasons have more variety
since annotators can write the answer without constraint,
leading to more numbers of the reasons’ classification labels
than the actions in training/inference.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we prove that the ViLT benefits the VQA

task on the advertising dataset; we improve the baseline in
all four classifications. Furthermore, our experiment proves
the advantage of the transformer-based model for marketing
data.

(a) Reasons (b) Actions

Figure 5. The training and validation accuracy and the training
loss of the classification. The x axis means the number of epochs.

In practice, if we use a more specific, actual dataset, the
model may contribute to the analysis of the consumers’ in-
sight. Because the advertising dataset in this experiment is
experimental, it includes a mixture of data from multiple
channels, such as posters, newspaper ads, package design,
and digital image ads. In order to put this model to practical
use, the model may be trained with the data concentrating
on the specific channel and industry; the trained model may
objectively extract what the ads identify, allowing the ob-
jective analysis of advertisements receiving good responses
from consumers.

5.1. Contribution by each members

• Yohei Nishimura

– Implemented codes for pre-processing dataset,
training sentiments/topics and reasons/actions
except for the calculation of TF-IDF (with
Zhikang Meng)

– Ran the code and visualize the results

– Wrote the report on Section 1, 2.1, 4.1, 4.3, 4.4
and 5.

– Created the slides of the presentation.

• Zhikang Meng

– Literature review;

– Presentation preparation;

– Run codes for testing;

– Write the report on Section 2.3 and Section 3;

– Code for training reasons and actions (with Yohei
Nishimura).

• Duohan Zhang

– Literature review;

– Write the report on Section 2.2 and 4.2;

– Preparing and writing PPT for presentation.
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